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a b s t r a c t
Porous silicon has been demonstrated as a hydrogen storage media with surface-bound hydrogen content
as high as 6.6% by weight. Hydrogenated porous silicon is readily synthesized by electrochemical etching
in a solution of hydrofluoric acid. Hydrogen gas can be released thermally at temperatures starting at
280 °C. It has been proposed that a suitable catalyst at the pore mouth can both reduce the desorption
temperature and facilitate gaseous recharge of the silicon matrix. This work presents a detailed kinetic
study using density functional theory (DFT) of a reversible hydrogen storage system based on porous silicon via the mechanisms of dissociation, spillover, and bond-hopping of hydrogen atoms. For each of
these steps, activation energy values and vibrational frequency has been determined. Using these activation energies along with vibrational frequency values evaluated from the micro level DFT study, the
kinetic performance of catalytically-modified porous silicon as a potential hydrogen storage material
has been completed for the first time. The energy difference between full and empty charge is computed
at the atomic scale and compared to macroscopic calculations, showing close agreement. These results
show the potential for rapid recharge at 8 bar at temperatures commensurate with waste heat from a
proton-exchange membrane fuel cell.
Ó 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Efficient and reversible storage is the primary challenge to a
Hydrogen Economy. Hydrogen is 6.9 times lighter than Lithium
per unit electric charge providing a fundamental advantage over
electrochemical battery technology. Of course hydrogen storage
must be paired with a fuel cell to compare directly to a battery,
so the ultimate theoretical advantage over lithium metal batteries
will be moderated, perhaps an advantage of a factor of 3.
Ultra-high pressure storage of hydrogen in gaseous form incurs
a heavy penalty in parasitic energy loss needed for compression.
Widespread gaseous use implies large central hydrogen generation
plants with vast networks of specialized pipelines. The enormous
capital expense of such infrastructure, needed in advance of market adoption of hydrogen-fueled vehicles and home fuel cell applications presents a dilemma from which there is no obvious
emergence. Cryogenic storage in liquid form requires energyintensive refrigeration and substantial insulation to reduce boiloff. While useful for large rockets, liquid storage is impractical
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for vehicles or for diffuse distribution. Solid state storage in metal
hydrides is handicapped by the mass of the metals required, and by
the highly exothermic nature of the recharge process demanding
either slow absorption or complex cooling mechanisms.
A novel method of solid state hydrogen storage using porous silicon has been proposed and studied [1], and is now the subject of
four US patents. Silicon bonds with hydrogen atoms at energies
lower than does carbon, and hydrogen has been shown to bondhop along silicon surfaces. Porous silicon can be synthesized with
very high surface area. The greatest energy barrier in such a system
is the dissociation of gaseous dihydrogen (H2 ) into atomic hydrogen, which can be mediated by the introduction of a catalyst.
Strategic placement of a catalyst such as palladium at pore mouths
provides a reversible pathway from dihydrogen gas to dissociated
hydrogen on clusters of catalyst which transfers to the silicon surface via spillover and then bond-hops along the surface to form a
solid state hydrogen storage reservoir. This system is charged by
gas pressure and discharged by temperature. An additional discharge mechanism is available via infra red light which passes
through lightly-doped silicon but is absorbed by the SiAH bond.
Herein the kinetics of this reaction pathway are studied using
Density Functional Theory (DFT). In this way the energy barriers
for each of the three steps can be studied individually, namely: dissociation, spillover, and bond-hopping. In the composite the charg-
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ing rate of catalytically-modified porous silicon can be estimated.
These detailed calculations are compared with first-order macroscopic kinetic calculations to provide support for the feasibility of
the results.
2. Methods
2.1. Chemical kinetics
In this proposed storage system gaseous hydrogen goes through
a series of equilibrium reactions that form different types of compounds that bond silicon and hydrogen. At the beginning, molecular hydrogen (dihydrogen) is dissociated into atomic hydrogen by
the palladium catalyst.

H2 ! 2HþPd
These hydrogen ions are mobile and can spillover onto the dangling or vacant bonds available on the silicon surface, creating the
SiAH.


HþPd þ Si ! SiH
The net chemical reaction, mediated by the catalyst, is as
follows:


H2 þ 2Si ! 2SiH
From the neighborhood of a catalyst atom or cluster those
hydrogen atoms which have moved onto the silicon surface by
spillover can migrate across the surface by bond-hopping. Such
surface diffusion is treated in series with the combination of dissociation and spillover. Dissociation from gaseous dihydrogen is
modeled to first order by mass transfer according to:

r d ¼ kb ðC b  2C i Þ
Here, r d ; kb ; C b ; C i represent mass transfer rate by diffusion from gas
to surface, mass transfer coefficient from the bulk dihydrogen gas,
concentration of hydrogen in the bulk gas and atomic hydrogen
concentration at interface with the catalyst, respectively. The first
order reaction from the heterogeneous catalyst to the silicon is governed by:

2.2. Nanoporous silicon matrix
Silicon has a diamond cubic crystal structure with a lattice constant of 5.43 Å. The conventional silicon unit cell consists of 8
atoms. In our nanoporous silicon matrix, 3.5 nm pore diameter is
considered based on experimental evidence. This requires at least
8 unit cells in both x and y directions to allocate a complete pore.
Fourfold symmetry was used to reduce computational effort. A silicon supercell consisting of 4  4  4 conventional unit cells was
constructed. All the atoms lying within the pore radius of
1.75 nm were removed to imitate the electrochemical etching procedure done in laboratory to produce nanoporous silicon. The pore
depth was extended all the way to the bottom of the supercell. This
resulted in a hexagonal shape pore with edges along (1 0 0) and
(1 1 0) planes (see Fig. 1).
All the DFT computations were done in open source DFT tool
ABINIT. ABINIT default LDA: new Teter (4/93) with spin-polarized
option was used as exchange-correlation functional throughout
our DFT computation. In ABINIT, periodic boundary condition is
applied in all three dimensions that creates interaction between
electron densities at the periodic boundaries. Literature survey
suggested a vacuum space of 15 Å [3] to eliminate interaction
between periodic images. Therefore, the system was expanded by
another 4 conventional unit cells along z-dimension whereas x
and y dimensions were kept same as before resulting in a
4  4  8 silicon supercell. In this newly formed supercell, the
upper half was kept empty and there were only atoms in lower half
of the supercell along z-direction. The 1st Brillouin zone was initially integrated by 2  2  2 Monkhorst-Pack grid. The introduction of vacuum corresponds to a decrease in reciprocal space by
a factor of 2. Number of k-points along z-dimension was reduced
accordingly resulting in 2  2  1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. TroullierMartins pseudopotentials were used for all the elements in our
system. A cutoff energy of 435 eV was used for all the DFT computations. Tolerance value of 0.00002 eV was used. All the computations were carried out in a fast research supercomputer called Big
Red II. KGB parallelization was used to further increase the computational speed where standard data partitioning was done over
processors corresponding to k-points, block of bands, as well as
Fourier space of coefficients over plane wave basis set [4].

r v ¼ ki C i

2.3. Vibrational frequency

Here, r v ; ki , and C i are spillover reaction rate, rate constant, and the
concentration of H respectively. During steady state charging the
reaction rate of dissociation and spillover are equal so r d ¼ r v ,
thus:

Since the hydrogen atom is considered to be vibrating on the
silicon surface, the interaction between hydrogen atom and silicon
atoms may impact the associated vibrational modes. Let us consider N atoms in the system and their Cartesian coordinates are
defined as a single vector, r = (r 1 ; . . . ; r3N ). We further consider
the local energy minima is located at r 0 . New coordinate is defined
as x = r-r0 . Taking the Taylor expansion along the energy minima at
r0 ignoring terms with order greater than 2 yields:

kb ðC b  2C i Þ ¼ ki C i
After simplifying it becomes:

Ci ¼

kb
Cb
ki þ 2kb

The overall rate, driven by the concentration and hence pressure of the recharging molecular hydrogen gas will be given by:

r ¼

ki kb
Cb
ki þ 2kb

"
#
3N X
3N
1X
@2E
E ¼ E0 þ
2 i¼1 j¼1 @xi @xj

xi xj
x¼0

ð1Þ

In general, rate constant is given by:



Ea
k ¼ m  exp 
RT

ð2Þ

Here, m is the vibrational frequency and Ea is the activation energy.
Both of these quantities are evaluated using DFT for hydrogen dissociation, spillover, and bond hopping process.

Fig. 1. Nanoporous silicon matrix accommodating one quarter of a pore in a
4  4  4 silicon supercell: top view (left) and side view (right).
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The first derivative term in Taylor expansion is zero because it
was evaluated at the energy minimum. Let us consider a Hessian
matrix consisting of 3N  3N elements defined by,

were included, those silicon atoms more than 4 unit cells remote
from the pore wall were omitted in order to reduce system
memory.

@2E
Hij ¼
@xi @xj

3. Results

"

#

x¼0

If we define the atoms as classical particles that follows New2

2

ton’s law of motion, then we will have, F i ¼ mi (d xi =dt ). Here,
the force and mass associated with ith coordinate are F i and mi
2

2

respectively and (d xi =dt ) is the acceleration of this coordinate.
Rewriting the equation of motion in matrix form gives:
2

d x
dt

2

¼ Ax

This is the mass-weighted Hessian matrix whose elements are
defined as, Aij ¼ Hij =mi . This matrix form equation has a special
set of solutions associated with the eigenvectors of A called the normal modes. The eigenvector of this matrix and their eigenvalues
satisfy following equation,

Ae ¼ ke
Here, k and e are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix A respectively. In general, A has 3N eigen vectors and corresponding eigenvalues. The 3N normal mode frequencies then can be defined using
the 3N eigenvalues as follows,

mi ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ki
2p

ð3Þ

Now, the frequency calculation of hydrogen atom will result in
3N = 3 eigenvalues due to the fact that hydrogen atom has 3
(three) degrees of freedom along three spatial coordinates. The
Hessian matrix in our case will be a 3  3 matrix defined as
follows:

0

d2 E
dx2

B 2
BdE
Hij ¼ B dydx
@
d2 E
dzdx

d2 E
dxdy
d2 E
dy2
d2 E
dzdy

d2 E
dxdz

1
C

d2 E C
dydz C
A

ð4Þ

d2 E
dz2

From finite difference approximation the diagonal elements of
the Hessian matrix are defined as, for example:

d2 E Eðx þ dx; y; zÞ  2Eðx; y; zÞ þ Eðx  dx; y; zÞ

dx2
dx2

ð5Þ

However, the non-diagonal elements are defined as following
according to finite difference approximation:

3.1. Catalyst
In as-synthesized nanoporous silicon (npSi) based solid state
hydrogen storage systems, palladium is used as catalyst for its ability to reduce the substantial gaesous dihydrogen (H2 ) dissociation
energy barrier. In this npSi, SiAH and SiAH2 are most prominent,
with the presence of a small number of SiAH3 bonds [5] where
the silicon atom is bonded to only one neighboring silicon atom
and are therefore the structurally weakest spot. These weak spots
are supposed to give away dihydrogen gas first during dehydrogenation [6]. In this catalyst deposition method, storage media is
initially heated to a temperature for partial dehydrogenation
where SiAH3 bonds give away two hydrogen atoms. The nanoporous silicon matrix is then cooled from this temperature and Pd catalyst atom is deposited in a solution [7]. Catalyst atoms in clusters
of at two or more atoms are expected to facilitate gaseous hydrogen dissociation and the spillover process [8]. As the size of the
cluster increases, multiple H2 molecules are adsorbed to the cluster
[10]. For palladium, the tetrahedral structure consisting of 4 (four)
atoms is found to be lowest in energy in a prior DFT study [9] and
thus most stable. Therefore, we have evaluated this tetrahedron
structure of catalyst atoms at three different locations as possible
strategic locations for catalysis. Palladium clusters were placed
on and adjacent to the intersection of (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) planes
at the pore edge near the pore mouth. These locations are depicted
in Figs. 2–4. Dark blue spheres represent silicon atoms in a nanoporous silicon matrix whereas silver balls represent Pd catalyst
atoms deposited at strategic location.
Two different PdAPd bond lengths of 2.60 and 2.69 Angstrom
have been reported for a Pd tetrahedron structure supported on a
substrate [9]. Therefore, we computed ground state total energy
for Pd clusters located at the three proposed locations for bond
lengths of both 2.60 and 2.69 Å. Naturally, the location with lowest
ground state total energy represents the most stable location. In
our DFT calculations, a Pd tetrahedron cluster with a Pd-Pd bond
length of 2.69 Å located adjacent to the intersection of (1 0 0)
and (1 1 0) plane was found to be the most stable location. Subsequent dissociation and spillover studies were performed with this
site as the strategic location for the 4-atom Pd catalyst cluster.
3.2. Dissociation

2

d E Eðx þ dx;y þ dy;zÞ  Eðx þ dx;y  dy;zÞ  Eðx  dx;y þ dy;zÞ þ Eðx  dx;y  dy;zÞ

;
dxdy
4dxdy
ð6Þ

But since the H atom movement is along the (1 1 0) plane, we need
to rotate the x and y axis by an angle of h = 45 degrees. The following rotation matrix is used to serve the purpose:


R¼

cos h  sin h
sin h



cos h

The elements of the Hessian matrix were modified accordingly.
It is worth mentioning that all the terms present in the numerator
at the right hand side of above equations are evaluated using DFT.
The mass-weighted Hessian matrix A will have 3 eigenvectors
e1 ; e2 , and e3 and corresponding 3 eigenvalues k1 ; k2 , and k3 . For
these eigenvalues, corresponding normal mode frequencies will
be calculated using Eq. (3). Discrete distances used in Eqs. (5)
and (6) were computed with movements about the energy
minimum of 0.04 Å. Finally, when electron-rich catalyst atoms

In a study of dissociation, the silicon supercell was defined with
vacuum volume along the z-coordinate, representing the gaseous
headspace above the porous silicon surface. A single gaseous H2
was sited 15 Å above from the surface, and centered above the pore
void. The location of the H2 molecule was positioned such that its
wave function does not overlap with the silicon atoms, thus ensuring sufficient separation between periodic images to facilitate
more accurate plane wave solutions [3]. Moc et al. have demonstrated that when H2 is dissociated on a Pd4 cluster the individual
hydrogen atoms bridge those Pd-Pd edges on opposing sides of the
tetrahedron [12]. We configured Pd4 H2 structures such that the
dissociated H atoms are placed at equal distances of 1.66 Å from
the Pd atoms. There are two such Pd-Pd edges which do not share
any Pd atom. For our nanoporous silicon matrix, three such configurations were studied. In two of them, the dissociated hydrogen
atom gets overlaps a SiAH bond length and were discarded leaving
one configuration which is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the hydrogen
atoms are shown as small red spheres.
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Fig. 2. Cluster of 4 Pd atoms placed on a quarter pore of porous silicon adjacent to
the intersection of (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) plane: top view (left) and side view (right).

Fig. 3. Cluster of 4 Pd atoms placed on a quarter pore of porous silicon along (1 1 0)
plane: top view (left) and side view (right).

Fig. 5. H2 dissociation on Pd tetrahedron cluster: top view (left) and side view
(right).

Fig. 6. After spillover from Pd cluster: split hydrogen forms bond with low valence
(2) silicon located at nearby surface; top view (left) and side view (right).

Fig. 4. Cluster of 4 Pd atoms placed on a quarter pore of porous silicon at the
intersection of (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) plane: top view (left) and side view (right).

The ground state total energy was computed for before and
after hydrogen dissociation phase. The difference between these
two resulted in a dissociation energy barrier of 0.47 eV, a result
which is significantly lower than previous work reported by the
researchers.
3.3. Spillover
Hydrogen uptake in a storage medium is significantly increased
by spillover from supported heterogeneous metal catalyst [8,11]
where dissociated hydrogen atoms move from the catalyst to
nearby low valence silicon surface atoms. Because the Pd atoms
forming the tetrahedron lands on some of the lower coordination
silicon atoms at the surface, there were silicon atoms with coordination number 2 and 3 available for spillover within a close proximity to the dissociated hydrogen atoms. Among the three
available silicon atoms, two had coordination number 2 whereas
the other atom had a coordination number of 3. Figs. 6 and 7
demonstrate the state of the matrix after hydrogen spillover to
these two silicon atoms respectively. Corresponding ground state
total energy for both was computed using DFT.
The spillover energy barrier was computed by comparing the
ground state total energy of before and after spillover phases. The
computed spillover energy barrier values for above configurations
were 0.60 and 0.49 eV respectively. Even though hydrogen atom
has to overcome a lower spillover barrier of 0.49 eV in second configuration, the dangling silicon atom is located almost 1 unit cell away
from the Pd cluster which makes it less likely to occur. The more
conservative choice is a resultant spillover barrier of 0.60 eV.
3.4. Bond hopping
In the bond hopping process, the hydrogen atoms terminated in
surface silicon atoms hop to the next available silicon atoms one
atom further down the adjacent silicon unit cell along the zdirection. This corresponds to a bond hopping distance of 5.43 Å.

Fig. 7. After spillover from Pd cluster: split hydrogen forms bond with low valence
(2) silicon located at alternate nearby surface locations; top view (left) and side
view (right).

Initially we considered bond hopping along z direction only. We
kept the hydrogen atom fixed at the initial and final locations
and then took 9 (nine) equidistant intermediate points in a straight
line. We calculated ground state total energy for all those 11 locations, known as ‘‘images”, using DFT. The difference in energy
between the images plotted against the hopping distance resulted
in following graph (see Fig. 8):
The peak of the energy barrier for z-direction hop of an entire
unit cell is 1.63 Å from the initial site. The hydrogen atom must
overcome a substantial energy barrier of 2.12 eV in order to bond
hop to the next silicon cell. Next we explored alternate two-hop
vectors whereby the hydrogen atom moves along diagonal x and
y pathways. This movement is evaluated within a prismatic cylinder along the straight-line path having a radius of 0.10 Å thus
forming a cloud of possible locations for hydrogen atom. At least
10 points were investigated for each intermediate location giving
a total of 120 DFT runs forming the whole 3D cloud. Ground state
total energy was computed for all 120 points, which are plotted in
Fig. 9. The size of the points increases with the increasing value of
energy. Therefore, it is likely that the bond hopping will progress
through a pathway connecting circles having smaller radii.
Next, we identified the lowest ground state energy of all cloud
points. When we plotted the ground state total energy vs bond
hopping distance for these points, the graph revealed one additional local minima as can be seen in Fig. 10.
Even though the bond hopping energy barrier got reduced significantly from 2.12 eV to 1.54 eV, but this doesn’t represent the
actual bond hopping pathway. But the presence of an additional
local minima provided with the possibility of a quasi stable state
between the initial and final image. In that case, the hydrogen
atom may cover a hopping distance of 5.43 Å in two serial hops
having lower energy barrier compared to the straight line hop. It
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Fig. 11. Bond Hopping Alternate Pathways Consisting of Single Hop(left) and
Double Hop(right).

Fig. 8. Energy difference (eV) vs Bond Hopping Distance (Å) for bond hopping in a
straight line along z-direction.

state investigation. ABINIT default tolerance value was used as
the convergence criteria. Both single and double bond hopping
pathways were considered. For alternate pathway consisting of
two hops, the hopping distance changed to 4.50 Å after hydrogen
atom relaxation between which the first hop takes place. For the
second hop, the distance is 2.35 Å. Therefore, we took 7 intermediate images for the first hop and 3 intermediate images for second
hop. For direct hop, total number of images were kept at 11 as
before. When this computation converged we got a direct hop
bond hopping energy barrier of 2.06 eV. Whereas in alternate bond
hopping pathway, the transition state gave an energy barrier of
1.74 eV for the first hop. The energy barrier value is 1.45 eV for
the second hop. These values are smaller compared to the energy
barrier of direct bond hop case. Therefore, we can conclude that
hydrogen atom will preferentially diffuse along the silicon surface
by bond hopping process consisting of two sequential diagonal
hops along the crystal face in order to cover a vertical bond hopping distance of 5.43 Å
3.5. Zero-point energy

Fig. 9. 3D cloud of manually created possible location of H atom in bond hopping
pathway.

According to quantum mechanics, the lowest quantum
mechanical energy for a collection of atoms will be:

E ¼ E0 þ

hm
2

ð7Þ

Here, h is the plank’s constant, m is the classical vibrational frequency, and E0 is the minimum energy computed using classical
mechanics. The difference between this quantum mechanical
energy and minimum energy according to classical mechanics gives
the zero-point energy. Now if we apply this concept to a set of
atoms, there will be zero-point energy contribution for each of
the individual normal modes. The minimum energy considering
all the normal modes is defined as:

E ¼ E0 þ

X hmi
i

Fig. 10. Energy difference (eV) vs Bond Hopping Distance (Å) calculated by taking
minimum energy values for each point along H atom’s bond hopping pathway from
a cloud of manually created points in a 3D space.

may hop from the initial state to the quasi stable state at a distance
of around 2.50 Å in a diagonal direction along the crystal face and
finally the second hop from the quasi stable state to the final state
at a distance of 2.93 Å (see Fig. 11).
In order to find the actual bond hopping pathway we utilized
the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method. According to Jónsson
et al. convergence to a minimum energy path is guaranteed in
NEB method if a sufficient number of images are considered [13].
We initiated the NEB method by allowing the hydrogen atom to
relax at the initial and final configurations ensuring two local minima. Improved tangent NEB method was used in our transition

ð8Þ

2

The bond hopping energy barrier was computed using NEB
method from classical mechanics perspective which doesn’t
include zero-point energy corrections. Since our system involves
light atoms such as hydrogen, inclusion of zero-point energy correction may have significant impact on the bond hopping energy
barrier [2]. In order to find zero-point energy corrected activation
energy, we will need to include zero-point energy corrections for
both energy minima and transition state. In any set of atoms having N degrees of freedom, there will be N-1 real vibrational modes
and 1 (one) imaginary mode at transition state whereas the local
minimum will have N real vibrational modes. The following equation gives zero-point energy corrected activation energy
accordingly:

DEZP ¼

y

E þ

N1 hmy
X
j
j¼1

2

!

 EA þ

N
X
hm i
i¼1

2

!

ð9Þ
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Here, Ey and EA represent ground state total energy at transition
state and energy minima respectively. Their difference denotes
the activation energy, DE defined in classical mechanics. In the
above equation, mi and mj defines the normal mode frequencies at
local minimum and transition states respectively. The above equation can be re-written as:

DEZP ¼ DE þ

N1 hmy
X
j
j¼1

2



N
X
hmi
i¼1

2

ð10Þ

Using the method defined in methods section, we calculated all
these vibrational modes using ABINIT at both local minimum and
the transition state. From Eq. (3) we get the frequency values:

my1 ¼ 1:49  1013 s1 , my2 ¼ 1:54  1013 s1 . Putting all these values
in Eq. (10) for first hop we get,

DEZP ¼ 1:58eV
This gives the zero-point corrected bond hopping energy barrier
for the first hop. This value is 0.16 eV lower than the bond hopping
barrier calculated using classical mechanics. The zero-point correction for the second hop did not converge, and so no correction factor is included in the calculations below.

Fig. 12. Laboratory data from 14 runs of as-synthesized and catalytically-modified
porous silicon using temperature programmed desorption(TPD).

3.6. Vibrational frequency
The vibrational frequency was calculated following the procedure depicted in subsection C within the Methods section. Multiple
frequency values were computed for dissociation, spillover, and
bond hopping. We consider the rate limiting frequency values for
dissociation and spillover. The frequency values are
3:94  1013 s1 and 3:55  1013 s1 respectively. However, the
direction of first bond hop closely aligns with z-coordinate
whereas for second hop it is aligned with x-coordinate. Therefore,
we choose those frequency values that align with the corresponding directions. These values are 6:07  1013 s1 and 1:61  1013 s1
respectively.
3.7. Surface diffusion
With the bond hop distance and the vibrational frequency it is
now possible to compute the diffusion coefficient for surface
movement of ensembles of hydrogen atoms on porous silicon. In
the equation below z is the number of directions available to
hop, a is the bond hop length in that direction, me is the vibrational
frequency associated with that particular direction, and Ea is the
activation energy which is the peak energy between start and
end points for the hop.

1
Ea
D ¼ me a2 expð Þ:
z
kT

ð11Þ

A tool for characterizing hydrogen carrying capacity is temperature programmed desorption (TPD). A study by Redhead [14]
relates the peak temperature to the activation energy of absorption
as a function of the rate of temperature increase b and peak temperature T p .

Ea ¼ RT p ½lnð

AT p
Þ  3:46
b

ð12Þ

A summary of 15 experimental TPD runs is shown in Fig. 12
depicting a histogram of peak temperatures. Samples of assynthesized hydrogenated nanoporous silicon exhibit a peak near
to 376 C with a standard deviation of 4.7. Samples to which Pd catalyst were deposited exhibited slightly lower peak temperatures,

Fig. 13. Representative TPD trace (blue) showing lower-temperature release of
hydrogen (spikes) plus regular peak. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

with the two around 360 C being 3.3 standard deviations away
from the average. This corresponds to a reduction of about 0.1 eV
in Ea .
Another TPD feature evident in the catalytically-modified samples is illustrated in Fig. 13 where short duration surges in hydrogen release are observed at temperatures lower than the peak.
Samples without catalyst are smooth and lack these spikes.

4. Discussion
Experimental results from TPD suggest that zero-point energy is
not active in the surface diffusion of hydrogen on nanoporous silicon because the derived Ea is 1.81 eV which is just 3.8 percent
greater than the DFT computed first hop energy of 1.74 eV. Because
both hops are needed for long-distance movement of hydrogen
atoms the higher energy barrier will dominate the transport. Computing diffusion coefficients from Eq. (11) yields values of diffusivity in the range of 1016 cm2 =s at 376 C which is a very low value,
comparable to hydrogen diffusion through metals. The evidence
from Fig. 13 suggests that when catalyst clusters are nearby hydrogen storage sites the activation energy can be reduced. Using Eqs.
(1) and (2) one obtains very high rates for dissociation and spillover. The limiting rate step is bond hopping. The SiAH bond
energy is sufficiently strong that bond hopping is a slow process
at temperatures of practical interest. This consideration leads to
a configuration with a much higher surface density of catalyst
atoms, as shown in Fig. 14. Here, nearest neighbor silicon atoms
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5. Conclusions

Fig. 14. Catalyst clustering scheme for fast recharge.

The kinetics of recharging hydrogen gas onto catalyticallymodified nanoporous silicon (npSi) has been studied with a combination of Density Functional Theory (DFT) and laboratory testing.
These results have been applied to the sequence of gaseous dissociation onto a catalyst cluster, spillover onto the npSi support or
matrix, and bond-hopping along the interior surfaces of pores
which have been created electrochemically within silicon crystal.
The rate-limiting step is site-to-site diffusion along the silicon surface, which was discovered to proceed via two discrete hops per
unit cell distance. One of the two inter-cell hops has a higher
energy barrier, the magnitude of which was found to agree within
4 percent between DFT and lab measurements. To recharge
catalytically-modified npSi as a hydrogen storage reservoir for
practical applications requires that the surface density of catalyst
clusters is high. Instant recharge is possible using temperatures
available as waste heat from a PEM fuel cell or other modest heat
source. The penalty is the cost and density of the catalyst. Future
studies will explore non-PGM catalysts as the spillover energy of
0.60 eV may be lower than required for practical applications. Calculations consistent with laboratory results have provided kinetic
performance characterization of a novel means of hydrogen storage based.
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